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and the WWW 
This is our second issue of 1996 and you may be reading this at one of the many meetings we 
send III-Vs Review to at this very busy time of year. New readers will be familiar with this and 
hardened conference-goers will pick up quite a few copies through the year. Of course, the only 
way to guarantee you get the complete volume is to subscribe. This is especially important 
this year because we will be publishing an additional issue, "The Compound Semiconductor 
Industry Directory" or CSID for short. While this will be our seventh, it will be published 
in the summer in time for the later meetings. 
A 
lso, in this issue you will see the first information 
from our latest reports. In particular, the second 
edition of the best-selling "GaAs Electronic 
Materials & Devices: A Strategic Study of Markets, 
Technologies and Companies Worldwide" researched 
and written by Simon Lande of Magus Research. This is 
the first installment of a new series which reviews the 
various strata of the GaAs electronic device industry looks 
at the merchant epitaxy business. Since our first edition, 
this sector has been curiously static in terms of new 
players or departures. It still seems that the biggest 
competitor is not so much another supplier but a 
customer upgrading its captive output. Even so and as 
we have reported in recent issues, business is good for 
most so both the captive and merchant suppliers are 
investing in yet more multiwafer production systems and 
staff. When times are good for the epi merchants then the 
rest of the infrastructure t nds to benefit as well. 
In subsequent issues we will examine the dynamics and 
expectations of the substrate business as well as the 
discrete and IC - MMICs and digital - business ectors, 
as well as gazing into the crystal ball as to where the 
competition is going. 
MANTECH 96  
Some time ago we were very pleased to report the 
MANTECH conference was to open its doors to an 
international audience for the first time. An impressive 
line up of speakers awaits the visitor to San Diego in April 
set in a firm commercial setting with technical exhibit 
and informal discussions of progress in manufacturing. 
A keynote article in this issue's MANTECH affiliation 
describes the history of a leading US supplier of SI-LEC 
GaAs; M/A-COM. JoAnne Dalton describes the substrate 
supplier's history, facilities, technology, recent successes 
in the areas of crystal growth and surface properties and 
basic business philosophy. 
In the next issue we will be reporting from MANTECH 
and also be looking ahead to the complementary US 
meeting, the IEEE GaAs 1C Symposium. Now in its 17th 
year, it convenes in Florida in November (see Diary page). 
IPRM 96  
We have also dedicated this issue to the 8th International 
Conference on InP and Related Materials -- IPRM96, 
which meets in Europe for the third time (having 
previously visited Cardiff - the setting for the imminent 
ICMOVPE-9 -- and Paris in 1993). 
We are pleased to feature the paper by Dr Babid of 
UCSB Santa Barbara, the winner of the Michael Lunn 
Award for best overall presentation at IPRM95. This 
feature is augmented with an appended update on 
progress. 
Once again we have news from the substrate commu- 
nity - in particular ecent progress with the develop- 
ment of 3-in diameter "long-length" single crystals. In 
addition, we take a look at MOVPE-based technologies for 
optoelectronic devices and prospects for the OEIC. So we 
look forward to seeing you in Germany and maybe also 
next year when IPRM will return to the US East Coast -- 
to Cape Cod. Our next issue will include some further 
examination of the indium compounds but this time from 
the antimonide community. This is an appropriate follow 
on from this issue's excellent review of progress in 
IR detectors from workers at GEC-Marconi. If you wish to 
catch up on progress in the field we suggest you accede 
to Tony Krier's invitation to the Mid-IR conference in 
Lancaster later this year, see page 72. 
ICMOVPE 
Continuing the opto theme but at the other end of the 
spectrum, we continue our coverage of the topic on 
everyone's minds -- the blue emitter technologies of 
Nichia's Shuji Nakamura. If you want to see these 
spectacular images on your PC screen, we draw attention 
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